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 Coef ficients in some Young Derived Sequences
 W ILLIAM B ECKNER  AND A MITAI R EGEV
 Let  h  q  5  h h  q n j n > 0 denote the  S n  character sequence obtained from  h  by a  q -column dilation
 of the Young diagrams , and let  y l ( h  q ) denote its  l th Young derived sequence [7] . We prove a
 formula expressing the coef ficients in  y l ( h  q ) in terms of those in  h  and of semistandard
 tableaux . The asymptotics of these sequences yield new extensions of the Mehta integral .
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 1 .  I NTRODUCTION
 Let  S n  denote the  n th symmetric group . Sequences  c  5  h c n j n > 0 ,  where  c n  is an  S n
 character , arise naturally , for example in Representation Theory and in P . I . Theory [7] .
 A useful tool for studying such sequences is the notion of ‘Young derived sequences’ ,
 introduced in [7] .
 For each partition  l  of  n ,  χ l  is the corresponding irreducible  S n  character (thus ,  χ  ( m )
 is the trivial  S m  character) . Also ,  s l ( t 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  t k ) is the corresponding Schur function in
 t 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  t k .  Define  f k  via  f k ( o l  a l  χ l )  5  o l  a l  s l ( t 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  t k ) .  Given  c  5  h c n j n > 0 as above ,
 let  P k ( c  )  5  o n > 0  f k ( c n ) denote its corresponding Poincare ´  series . Now , the ‘Young
 derived sequence’  y ( c  ) can be defined via  P k (  y ( c  ))  5  P k (  y )  ?  p k j 5 1  (1  2  t j ) 2 1 [7 . 13] (for
 all  k ) .  Alternatively ,  y ( c  ) is given via  y n ( c  )  5  o n j 5 0  c j  ^ ˆ  χ  ( n 2 j ) ,  where  ^ ˆ  is the ‘outer’
 product of characters .
 Let  h  5  h h n j n > 0 with  h n  5  o l £ n  b l χ l , then  h  is given by the  b l ’s . If  h  5  y ( c  ) and
 c n  5  o l £ n  a l  χ l  ,  then Theorem 1 . 3 of [7] expresses the  b l ’s as sums of (certain)  a l ’s .
 Thus , knowing that  h  5  y ( c  ) ,  together with a description of  c  ,  yields a description of
 h .
 These sequences were introduced in [7] , where their combinatorics and asymptotics
 were studied . This study was continued in [1] , where probabilistic arguments allow one
 to calculate the ef fect on the degrees of such sequences , when the length of each
 column in a Young diagram is multiplied by  q .
 Let  h  5  h h n j n > 0 denote such a sequence of  S n -characters , and let  q  p  h  5  h  q  5  h h  q n j n > 0
 denote the sequence obtained from  h  by such a  q -column-dilation . Let  y l ( h  q ) denote
 the sequence which is  l th Young derived from  h  q .
 The main result here , Theorem 2 . 2 below , gives a formula which expresses the
 coef ficients in  y l ( h  q ) as a product of the coef ficients in  h  and of the number of certain
 l -semistandard tableaux . Theorem 2 . 2 is in fact a special case of the more general and




 ?  ?  ?  E  S  P
 i < i , j < k
 u x i  2  x j u D 2 z  ?  exp( 2  1 – 2 ( x  2 1  1  ?  ?  ?  1  x  2 k ))  dx 1  ?  ?  ?  dx k
 is known as the ‘Mehra’ integral [5 ,  6] , and can be evaluated by the Selberg integral
 [5 ,  8] .
 When  q  5  2 , the asymptotics of the degrees of such character sequences led to some
 rather intriguing integration formulas [1 ,  3 . 7 ,  3 . 8 ,  3 . 9] , which are extensions of the
 ‘Mehta’ integral .
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 In Section 5 . 4 below , an analogue integration formula is proved for any  q ,  thus
 further extending the ‘Mehta’ integral . These integration formulas are byproducts of
 the calculations of the asymptotics of the degrees of  y l ( h  q ) : in Section 5 we first
 calculate such asymptotics by essentially following [1 ,  2 . 7 ,  3 . 3] . In a special case , that
 calculation involves the Mehta integrals  I B  of Section 5 . 1 , or  I 1 of Section 5 . 4 , and these
 integrals can be evaluated by the Selberg integral [5 ,  6 ,  8] . Now , when  l  5  q  2  1 ,  the
 same asymptotics are computed again , this time by applying Theorem 2 of [3] . That
 second calculation involves the integral  I 2 (see Section 5 . 4) , which is an extension of the
 Mehta integral .
 In Section 5 . 4 these two calculations of asymptotics are compared , which allow us to
 express  I 2 in terms of  I 1  .
 The present work has the following structure .
 Section 2 introduces some necessary notations , then lists the main results here—
 without proofs . These are Theorem 2 . 1 and its consequences , Theorem 2 . 2 ( 5 4 . 1) and
 2 . 3 ( 5 5 . 4) .
 In Section 3 we prove Theorem 2 . 1 . The proof is combinatorial , and is based on a
 careful analysis of the ef fect of Young’s rule on  q -dilated diagrams .
 In Section 4 we prove Theorem 2 . 2 ( 5 4 . 1) about the coef ficients in  y l ( h  q ) : it follows
 from Theorem 2 . 1 and from properties of semistandard tableaux .
 In Section 5 we calculate asymptotics and obtain , in Section 5 . 4 , some extensions of
 the Mehta integral .
 Section 6 contains no further results , but introduces a natural generalization of the
 Young derived operation : this depends on the Littlewood – Richardson rule , and it
 arises from the natural connection between  S n -characters and symmetric functions .
 Conjecture 6 . 2 indicates that the computation of the coef ficients in the more general
 situation might be extremely complicated .
 2 .  T HE M AIN R ESULTS
 The basic result here is Theorem 2 . 1 below . To state it , some notations have to be
 introduced .  S n  denotes the  n th symmetric group . Let  c  5  h c n j n > 0 ,  where  c n  is an(y)
 S n -character . The ‘Young derived sequence’  y ( c  )  5  w  is given by  w n  5  y n ( c  )  5
 o n j 5 0  c j  ^ ˆ  χ  ( n 2 j )  [7] :  ^ ˆ  is the outer product and  χ  ( m ) the trivial  S m  character . We shall
 write  c n  5  o l £ n  a ( l ) χ l  ,  etc . Here  χ l  is the  S n -irreducible character corresponding to  l  ,
 with  a ( l ) the corresponding multiplicity .
 Throughout this paper , we fix 2  <  q  P  Z .
 Given  m  5  ( m  1  ,  m  2  ,  .  .  . ) , denote  m  q  5  ( m  q 1 ,  m  q 2  ,  .  .  . )  5  ( m  1
 q
 ,  .  .  .  ,  m  1  ,  m  2
 q
 ,  .  .  .  ,  m  2  ,  .  .  . ) , C BDB E  C BDB E (this is  q  p  m  in [1]) . If  É  5  m  q ,  then denote  É  1/ q  5  m .
 The ‘ q -core’ of a partition  l  5  ( l 1  ,  l 2  ,  .  .  . ) is core q ( l )  5  É  q ,  where  É  5
 ( l q  ,  l 2 q  ,  .  .  . )  5  [core q ( l )]
 1 / q .  It is easy to see that the skew shape  l  \  core q ( l ) is a
 sequence of disjoint partitions , each with  <  q  2  1 non-zero parts , and some of these
 partitions may equal zero .
 Denote  l  \  core q ( l )  5  a I  q ( l )  5  ( a
 ( 1 ) ,  a  ( 2 ) ,  .  .  . ) so  a  ( j )  5  ( a I  q ( l ))
 ( j ) , j  5  1 ,  2 ,  .  .  .  .
 E XAMPLE .  Let  q  5  3 and  l  5  (12 ,  11 ,  9 ,  8 ,  6 ,  5 ,  4 ,  2) .  Then core 3 ( l )  5  (9 3 ,  5 3 ) ,
 [core 3 ( l )]
 1 – 3  5  (9 ,  5)  and  a I  3 ( l )  5  ( a
 ( 1 ) ,  a  ( 2 ) ,  a  ( 3 ) ) ,  where  a  ( 1 )  5  (3 ,  2) ,  a  ( 2 )  5  (3 ,  1) and
 a  ( 3 )  5  (4 ,  2) .
 Let  h ( l ) denote the number of the non-zero parts of  l .  Thus , in the above example ,
 h ( l )  5  8  and  h ( a  ( j ) )  5  2 , j  5  1 ,  2 ,  3 .
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 More generally , given a sequence of partitions  a I  5  ( a  ( 1 ) ,  a  ( 2 ) ,  .  .  . ) ,  we denote
 h ( a I  )  5  max h h ( a  ( j ) )  3  j  5  1 ,  2 ,  .  .  . j .
 Finally , recall that if  m  is any partition , then  m 2 is the set of partitions  l  which can
 be obtained by the removal of a horizontal strip from  m .  For example , (3 ,  2) 2  5
 h (3 ,  2) ,  (3 ,  1) ,  (3) ,  (2 ,  2) ,  (2 ,  1) ,  (2) j .
 We can now state the following :
 T HEOREM 2 . 1 .  Fix  2  <  q  P  Z . Let  c n  5  o l £ n  a ( l ) χ l  , let F ,  f j :  Partitions  5  C  be any
 functions , j  5  1 ,  2 ,  .  .  .  ,  and assume that the coef ficients a ( l )  satisfy :
 a ( l )  5
 F  ([core q ( l )]
 1 / q )  ?  P
 j > 1
 f j (( a I  q ( l ))
 ( j ) )  if  h ( a I  q ( l ))  <  q  2  2 ,
 0  otherwise .E
 Define new functions
 f # j ( a  )  5  O
 b  P a 2
 h ( b  ) < q 2 2
 f j ( b  ) ,  j  5  1 ,  2 ,  .  .  .  .
 Let  w  5  y ( c  )  and , write :
 w n  5  O
 m  £ n
 b ( m  ) χ m  .
 Then
 b ( m  )  5  F  ([core q ( m  )]
 1/ q )  ?  P
 j > 1
 f # j (( a I  q ( m  )) ( j ) ) .
 The proof is given in Section 3 .
 As a special case , let  F  be any function and choose all  f i  5  f ,  where
 f  ( a  )  5  s 0 ( a  )  5 H 1  if  a  5  0 , 0  otherwise .
 Let 0  <  l  <  q  2  1 ,  let (in Theorem 2 . 1)  w ( l )  5  y l ( c  ) ,  and write  w  ( l ) n  5  o m  £ n  b ( l ) ( m  ) χ m  .
 Then we have the following :
 T HEOREM 2 . 2 (4 . 1  below ) .
 b ( l ) ( m  )  5  F  ([core q ( m  )]
 1 / q )  ?  P k 1 1
 j 5 1
 s l (( a I  q ( m  ))
 ( j ) ) .
 The computations of the asymptotic behavior of deg( w ( l ) n  ) ,  as  n  5  `  ,  lead to the
 evaluation of some extensions of the Mehta integrals [6] :
 T HEOREM 2 . 3 (5 . 4  below ) .  Let D r ( x 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  x r )  5  p 1 < i , j < r  ( x i  2  x j ) . Let
 F  ( x 1  ,  x 2  ,  .  .  .  ,  x qk 1 q 2 1 )  5  [ D k ( x q  ,  x 2 q  ,  .  .  .  ,  x k q )]
 p  ?  P k
 j 5 0
 D q 2 1 ( x jq 1 1 ,  x jq 1 2 ,  .  .  .  ,  x jq 1 q 2 1 )
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 and denote
 I 2  5  E  ?  ?  ?  E
 x 1 1???1 x q k 1 q 2 1 5 0
 x 1 > ??? > x q k 1 q 2 1
 F  ( x 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  x qk 1 q 2 1 )
 3  D qk 1 q 2 1 ( x 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  x qk 1 q 2 1 )  ?  exp S  2  1 – 2  O qk 1 q 2 1
 i 5 1
 x 2 i D  dx
 and
 I 1  5  E  ?  ?  ?  E
 x 1 1???1 x k 5 0
 x 1 > ??? > x k
 [ D k ( x 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  x k )]
 q 2 1 p  ?  exp S  2  1 – 2  O k
 i 5 1
 x  2 i D  dx .
 Then I 1  5  a I 2  , where
 a  5 S  1
 4 2 pi
 D q 2 1  ?  4 1  ?  S  1
 1!2!  ?  ?  ?  ( q  2  1)!
 D k  ?  S qk  1  q  2  1
 k
 D 1/2 .
 Note that the above theorem is a special case of the more general Theorem 5 . 1
 below . Also , Theorem 2 . 3 is a ‘ q -extension’ of [1 ,  3 . 7] .
 3 .  T HE P ROOF OF T HEOREM 2 . 1
 We now proceed with the proof of Theorem 2 . 1 .
 D EFINITION 3 . 1 .  Let  m 2 ( q )  5  h l  P  m 2  3  core q ( l )  5  core q ( m  ) j .  A detailed description
 of  m 2 ( q ) is given in Section 3 . 4 below .
 Note now that if  l  P  m  2 and  l  ¸  m 2 ( q ) ,  then  h ( a I  q ( l ))  5  q  2  1 .  Indeed ,  l  is obtained
 from  m  by the removal of a horizontal strip . Since  l  ¸  m 2 ( q ) , part of that strip is
 removed from core q ( m  ) ; hence  h ( a I  q ( l ))  5  q  2  1 .
 Recall the following :
 T HEOREM 3 . 2 [7 ,  Th .  1 . 3] .  Let  w  5  y ( c  ) ,  c n  5  o l £ n  a ( l ) χ l  and  w  5  o m  £ n  b ( m  ) χ m  .
 Then b ( m  )  5  o l P m 2  a ( l ) .
 P ROPOSITION 3 . 3 .  With the notations of  3 . 1  and  3 . 2 , let  2  <  q  P  Z  and assume that , if
 a ( l )  ?  0 , then h ( a I  q ( l ))  <  q  2  2 . Then b ( m  )  5  o l P m 2 ( q )  a ( l ) .
 P ROOF .  Let  m  £  n ,  l  P  m  2 and  l  ¸  m 2 ( q ) .  By Theorem 3 . 2 it suf fices to show that
 a ( l )  5  0 .  By the remark following Definition 3 . 1 ,  h ( a I  q ( l ))  5  q  2  1 and hence , by
 assumption ,  a ( l )  5  0 .  h
 We now give a detailed description of  m 2 ( q ) ,  and then reformulate Proposition 3 . 3
 (Proposition 3 . 6 below) . Again , denote  a I  5  a I  q ( m  ))  5  ( a  ( 1 ) ,  a  ( 2 ) ,  ?  ?  ? ) .  Also denote
 core q ( m  ))
 1 / q  5  θ  :  θ j  5  m j q  .  Then the pair ( θ  ,  a I  ) satisfies :
 (1)  h ( a I  )  <  q  2  1 ; and
 (2)  a  (  j ) 1  <  θ  j 2 1  2  θ j  ,  (  j  5  2 ,  3 ,  .  .  . )—indeed ,  a  (  j ) 1  5  m  (  j 2 1) q 1 1  2  m  jq  <  m  (  j 2 1) q  2  m j q  5
 θ j 2 1  2  θ j  .
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 Conversely , let  θ ,  a ( 1 ) ,  a ( 2 ) ,  .  .  . be any partitions ,  a I  5  ( a  ( 1 ) ,  a  ( 2 ) ,  .  .  . ) ,  with ( θ  ,  a I  )
 satisfying (1) and (2) above . Define  m  5  θ  q  1 ~  a I   via  m  5  ( θ  1  1  a  (1) 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  θ  1  1  a  (1) q  ,  θ  2  1
 a  (2) 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  θ  2  1  a  (2) q  ,  .  .  . ) .  By (2) ,  m  is a partition , and by (1) , core q ( m  )  5  θ  q  and
 a I  5  a I  q ( m  ) .
 Now , given any  a I  5  ( a  ( 1 ) ,  a  ( 2 ) ,  .  .  . ) ,  denote  a I  2  5  h b I  5  ( b  ( 1 ) ,  b  ( 2 ) ,  .  .  . )  3  b  ( j )  P
 a  ( j ) 2 ,  j  5  1 ,  2 ,  .  .  . j .  Note that if ( θ  ,  a I  ) satisfy (1) and (2) above and  b I  P  a I  2 ,  then ( θ  ,  b I  )
 also satisfies (1) and (2) ; hence  l  5  θ  q  1 ~  b I   is a partition . We clearly have the following :
 L EMMA 3 . 4 .  Let  m  be a partition . Then  m 2 ( q )  5  h core q ( m  )  1 ~  b I  3  b I  P  ( a I  q ( m  )) 2 j .
 This clearly implies the following :
 P ROPOSITION 3 . 6 (3 . 3 9 ) .  With the notation of Proposition  3 . 3 ,
 b ( m  )  5  O
 b I  P ( a I  q ( m  )) 2
 a (core q ( m  )  1 ~  b I  )  5  O
 b  ( 1 ) P a  ( 1 ) 2
 O
 b  ( 2 ) P a  ( 2 ) 2
 ?  ?  ?  a (core q ( m  )  1 ~  ( b  ( 1 ) ,  b  ( 2 ) ,  .  .  . )) ,
 where  a I  q ( m  )  5  ( a
 ( 1 ) ,  a  ( 2 ) ,  .  .  . ) .
 We can now complete
 T HE P ROOF  OF T HEOREM 2 . 1 .  By assumption ,
 a (core q ( m  )  1 ~  b I  )  5
 F  ((core q ( m  ))
 1 / q )  ?  P
 j > 1
 f j ( b I
 ( j ) )  if  h ( b I  )  <  q  2  2 ,
 0  otherwise .E
 Hence , by Proposition 3 . 3 9 ,
 b ( m  )  5  O
 b  ( 1 ) P a  ( 1 ) 2
 h ( b  ( 1 ) ) < q 2 2
 O
 b  ( 2 ) P a  ( 2 ) 2
 h ( b  ( 2 ) ) < q 2 2
 ?  ?  ?  F  ((core q ( m  ))
 1/ q )  ?  P
 j > 1
 f j ( b
 ( j ) )
 5  F  ((core q ( m  ))
 1/ q )  ?  P
 j > 1
 f # j (( a I  q ( m  )) ( j ) ) .  h
 4 .  A PPLICATIONS
 By specializing the  f j ’s in Theorem 2 . 1 to be the number of semistandard tableaux ,
 we now calculate the coef ficients in  y l ( h  q ) from those of the sequence  h .
 Let  s r ( l ) denote the number of  r -semistandard tableaux of shape  l : these are
 tableaux on 1 ,  .  .  .  ,  r  with rows weakly and columns strictly increasing . Formulas for
 calculating  s r ( l ) are well known [4] . A recursive formula for  s r ( l ) is  s r ( l )  5  o É  P l 2
 s r 2 1 ( É  ) .  Also ,
 s 0 ( l )  5 H 1  if  l  5  0 , 0  otherwise .
 Let  h  5  h h u j u > 0 with  h u  5  o É  £ u  m ( É  ) χ É  ,  and let  c  5  h  q  :  c q u  5  o É  £ u  m ( É  ) χ  É  q ,  and
 c n  5  0  if  n  ò  0 (mod  q ) .  In Theorem 2 . 1 , choose  F  ( É  )  5  m ( É  ) and all  f j  5  f ,  where
 f  ( a  )  5  s 0 ( a  ) .  Then write  c n  5  o l £ n  a ( l ) χ l  .  One can easily verify that
 a ( l )  5  m ((core q ( l ))
 1 / q )  ?  P
 j > 1
 s 0 (( a I  q ( l ))
 ( j ) ) .  ( p )
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 Hence  a ( l )  5  0 if  h (( a I  q ( l ))  ?  0 ,  and hence if  h (( a I  q ( l ))  < u  q  2  2 .  Thus , the  a ( l )’s
 satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 2 . 1 .
 Let  y l ( c  )  5  w  ( l ) ,  and write  w  ( l ) n  5  o m  £ n  b ( l ) ( m  ) χ m  .  Then we have the following :
 T HEOREM 4 . 1 .  With the abo y  e notation , let  0  <  l  <  q  2  1 . Then
 b ( l ) ( m  )  5  m ((core q ( m  ))
 1 / q )  ?  P
 j > 1
 s l (( a I  q ( m  ))
 ( j ) )
 and b ( l ) ( m  )  5  0  if h ( a I  q ( m  ))  < u  q  2  2  and l  <  q  2  2 .
 P ROOF .  The proof is by induction on 0  <  l  <  q  2  1 .
 l  5  0 :  Here  w  ( 0 )  5  c  ,  so  b ( 0 ) ( m  )  5  a ( m  ) ,  and that case was verified above ( p ) .
 l  2  1  é  l :  Let 1  <  l  <  q  2  1 and assume that the case  l  2  1 has been verified . Thus
 0  <  l  2  1  <  q  2  2  and  c  5  c  ( l 2 1 ) (with  a ( l )  5  b ( l 2 1) ( l )) satisfies the assumptions of
 Theorem 2 . 1 , and  c  ( l )  5  y ( c  ) .  Hence , by Theorem 2 . 1 ,
 b ( l ) ( m  )  5  m ((core q ( m  ))
 1 / q )  ?  P
 j > 1
 f #  (( a I  q ( m  )) ( j ) ) ,
 and here
 f #  ( a  )  5  O
 b  P a 2
 h ( b  ) < q 2 2
 f  ( b  )  5  O
 b  P a 2
 h ( b  ) < q 2 2
 s l 2 1 ( b  )  5
 ( l 2 1 < q 2 2)
 O
 b P a 2
 s l 2 1 ( b  )  5  s l ( a  ) .
 Thus
 b ( l ) ( m  )  5  m ((core q ( m  ))
 1 / q )  ?  P
 j > 1
 s l (( a I  q ( m  ))
 ( j ) ) .
 Finally , assume that  l  <  q  2  2 and  h ( a I  q ( m  ))  < u  q  2  2 .  Since  h ( a I  q ( m  ))  <  q  2  1 always , it
 follows that , for some  j  >  1 , h ( a I  q ( m  ) ( j ) )  5  q  2  1  .  l ,  so  s l (( a I  q ( m  )) ( j ) )  5  0 ,  and hence
 b ( l ) ( m  )  5  0 .  h
 R EMARK 4 . 2 (the conjugate theorems) .  The conjugate to the  q -column dilation  h  q  is
 obviously the  q -row dilation operation , which we denote by  h  q 9 .  Also , the operation
 c  5  y ( c  )  has a natural conjugate  c  5  g ( c  ) [7 ,  1 . 5] .  Thus , Theorems 2 . 1 and 4 . 1 have
 natural conjugates .
 One can now generalize Theorem 4 . 1 as follows : start with the character sequence  h
 and with three sequences of integers  q n  ,  l n  and  ¨  n , such that 2  <  q n  ,  0  5  l n  <  q n  2  1 and
 ¨  n  5  Ú 1  for all  n .  Then construct recursively the character sequence  w ( q j  ,  l j  ,  ¨  j ) as
 follows :  w ( q 0  ,  l 0  ,  ¨  0 )  5  h .  Denote  c  5  w ( q j  ,  l j  ,  ¨  j ) .  Then
 w ( q j 1 1  ,  l j 1 1  ,  ¨  j 1 1 )  5 H y l j 1 1 ( c  q j 1 1 ) g l j 1 1 ( c  q 9 j 1 1 )  if  ¨  j 1 1  5  1 , if  ¨  j 1 1  5  2 1 .
 Clearly , the coef ficients in all such character sequences can be calculated from those of
 h  by applying Theorem 4 . 1 and its conjugate .
 S PECIAL C ASE 4 . 3 .  In Theorem 4 . 1 , let  m ( l )  5  ( s k ( l )) p ,  0  <  k , p  P  Z :  h  5  h h u j u > 0 ,
 where  h u  5  o É  £ u  ( s k ( É  )) p χ É  .  Let 0  <  l  <  q  2  1 and denote  w  ( l )  5  y  ( l ) ( h  q ) ,  w ( l ) n  5
 o m  £ n  b ( l ) ( m  ) χ m  .  Here  a I  q ( m  )  5  ( a  ( 1 ) ,  .  .  .  ,  a  ( k 1 1 ) ) ,  and hence by Theorem 4 . 1 we have
 b ( l ) ( m  )  5  [ s k ((core q ( m  ))
 1 / q )]  p  ?  p k 1 1 j 5 1  s l (( a I  q ( m  )) ( j ) ) .
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 5 .  A SYMPTOTICS
 The asymptotics of the degrees of the sequences studied in the earlier sections can be
 evaluated by an extension of [1 ,  3 . 3] . When  l  5  q  2  1 ,  this can also be evaluated by [3 ,
 Thm . 2] . The comparison of the two calculations , and the evaluation of the Mehta
 integral , yield the evaluation of the integral  I 2 (Theorem 5 . 4 below) , which is an
 extension of the Mehta integral .
 Recall the notation
 D k ( x )  5  D k ( x 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  x k )  5  P
 1 < i , j < k
 ( x i  2  x j ) ,
 L k ( n )  5  H ( k ,  0 ,  n )  5  h ( l 1  ,  l 2  ,  .  .  . )  £  n  3  l k 1 1  5  0 j .
 Repeated application of [7 ,  2 . 5] to [1 ,  3 . 3] clearly yields the following :
 T HEOREM 5 . 1 [1 ,  ‘3 . 3 .l ’] .  Let  h m  5  o m  P L k ( m )  f  ( m  ) χ m  such that f  ( m  )  <  g ( c ( m  ))  ?  m g .
 Let  c  5  h  q and  w  ( l )  5  y  ( l ) ( c  ) . Then
 deg  w ( l ) n  .
 n 5 `
 c  ?
 1
 q
 ?  S  k
 qk  1  l
 D r  ?  n r  ?  ( qk  1  l ) n
 where
 r  5  g  2  r  2
 1
 2
 ( q  2  1)( k  2  1) ,
 r  5
 1
 2
 qk ( qk  2  1)  2
 1
 4
 q 2 k ( k  2  1)  1




 c  5  I B  ?  S  1
 4 2 pi
 D qk 2 1 4 k ( q k ) 2  [1!2!  ?  ?  ?  ( q  2  1)!] k  ?  4 k ,
 with
 I B  5  E ?  ?  ? E
 x 1 1???1 x k 5 0
 x 1 > ??? > x k
 ( D k ( x ))




 x 2 i D  dx .
 R EMARK 5 . 2 .  In principle , there should be an alternative way of computing the
 asymptotics of deg  w ( l ) n  ,  a computation based on an extension of Theorem 2 of [3] . We
 demonstrate it in Theorem 5 . 3 below .
 Let  w ( l ) be as in Theorem 5 . 1 and again write deg  w  ( l ) n  5  o m  P L q k 1 l ( n )  b ( l ) ( m  )  d m  .  If
 0  <  l  <  q  2  2 ,  by Theorem 4 . 1 most  b ( l ) ( m  )’s equal zero , except for  m  ’s in a small subset
 of  L q k 1 l ( n ) .  Hence Theorem 2 of [3] does not apply in that case . In fact , assume that
 b ( l ) ( m  )  <  u ( c ( m  ))  ?  n d  for some function  u  which is continuous almost everywhere .
 Since  b ( l ) ( m  )  5  0 if  m  jq 2 1  ?  m  jq  for some  j ,  hence  u ( x 1  ,  x 2  ,  .  .  . )  5  0 if  x j q 2 1  ?  x j q  for some
 j .  Hence  u ( x )  5  0 almost everywhere , and therefore the right-hand side of [3 , Theorem
 2] equals zero , which is absurd .
 However , it should be possible to extend [3 , Theorem . 2] to sums  o m  f  ( m  ) d b m ,  where
 the summation is over certain subsets of  L k ( n ) (compare , for example , F . 1 . 2 with F . 1 . 1 .
 of [6]) . Besides some explicit terms , such a generalized ‘Theorem 2’ would involve a
 new integral  I 2 .  The comparison of Theorem 5 . 1 above with such a second
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 computation of the asymptotic of deg  w ( l ) n   would then express that integral  I 2 in terms of
 I B  of Theorem 5 . 1 .
 We demonstrate this method in the case  l  5  q  2  1 .  Here [3 . Theorem 2] does apply ,
 and we obtain the following generalization of [1 ,  3 . 7] :
 T HEOREM 5 . 3 .  Let F  ( x 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  x k )  be an homogeneous polynomial of the x i  2  x j ’ s . Let
 G s  5  h ( x 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  x s )  P  R s  3  x 1  1  ?  ?  ?  1  x s  5  0 and x 1  >  ?  ?  ?  >  x s j . Let
 I 9 B  5 E
 G k
 F  ( x 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  x k )  ?  ( D k ( x 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  x k ))
 q 2  ?  exp S  2  q
 2
 O k
 i 5 1
 x  2 i D  dx .
 Let
 G ( x 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  x qk 1 q 2 1 )  5  F  ( x q  ,  x 2 q  ,  .  .  .  ,  x k q )  ?  P k
 j 5 0
 D q 2 1 ( x j q 1 1  ,  x jq 1 2 ,  .  .  .  ,  x jq 1 q 2 1 )
 and
 I 9 C  5 E
 G q k 1 q 2 1
 G ( x 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  x qk 1 q 2 1 )  ?  D qk 1 q 2 1 ( x 1  ,  x 2  ,  .  .  .  ,  x qk 1 q 2 1 )  ?  exp S  2  1 – 2  O qk 1 q 2 1
 i 5 1
 x  2 i D  dx .
 Then I 9 B  5  a I 9 C  , where
 a  5 S  1
 4 2 pi
 D q 2 1  ?  4 q  ?  S  1
 1!2!  ?  ?  ?  ( q  2  1)!
 D k  ?  S qk  1  q  2  1
 k
 D 1 – 2 .
 As a special case , let  p  be arbitrary and let  F  ( x 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  x k )  5  D p k ( x 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  x k ) .  Then we
 have the following :
 T HEOREM 5 . 4 .  Let
 I 1  5 E
 G k
 ( D k ( x ))
 p 1 q 2  ?  exp S 2  q
 2
 O k
 i 5 1
 x  2 i D  dx
 and let
 I 2  5 E
 G q k 1 q 2 1
 G ( x )  ?  exp S  2  1 – 2  O qk 1 q 2 1
 i 5 1
 x  2 i D  dx ,
 where
 G ( x )  5  G ( x 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  x qk 1 q 2 1 )  5  D
 p
 k ( x q  ,  x 2 q  ,  .  .  .  ,  x q k )  ?  P k
 j 5 0
 D q 2 1 ( x j q 1 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  x jq 1 q 2 1 ) .
 Then I 1  5  a I 2  ,  a  as in Theorem  5 . 3 , independent of the function F  ! ( Compare with
 [1 ,  3 . 8] . )
 Note that  I 1 can be evaluated by the Mehta – Selberg integral [6] .
 6 .  C ONVOLUTIONS
 The aim of this section is to introduce a natural generalization of the construction of
 Young derived sequences .
 D EFINITION 6 . 1 .  Given  w  5  h w n j n > 0 ,  c  5  h c n j n > 0 ,  w n  ,  c n S n -characters , define the
 character sequence  c  1  w  via ( c  1  w ) n  5  c n  1  w n  and the convolution  c  +  w  via
 ( c  +  w ) n  5  O n
 j 5 0
 c j  ^ ˆ  w n 2 j  .
 Thus , if  w n  5  χ  ( n )  ,  then  c  +  w  5  y ( c  ) .
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 N OTE .  Let  f k ( χ l )  5  s l ( t 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  t k ) and  P k ( c  )  5  o ` n 5 0  f k ( c n ) be the maps given in
 [7 ,  1 . 13] . Since  f k  is both additive and multiplicative , it easily follows that for any  c  and
 w ,  P k ( c  +  w )  5  P k ( c  )  ?  P k ( w ) and  P k ( c  1  w )  5  P k ( c  )  1  P k ( w ) .  This clearly shows that the
 character sequences with addition  1 and multiplication  +  form a commutative ring .
 It was remarked in [7 ,  1 . 13] that  P k (  y ( c  ))  5  P k ( c  )  ?  p k j 5 1  (1  2  t j ) 2 1 .  In more general
 cases , the computation of the coef ficients of ( c  +  w ) n  seems rather hard . The case
 c  5  h  k  and  w  5  h  h ,  where  h  5  h h n j n > 0 ,  h n  5  χ  ( n )  ,  has been calculated in [2] .
 Empirical evidence suggests the following conjecture , which hints at the complexity
 of the coef ficients in general .
 C ONJECTURE 6 . 2 .  Let  w  5  c  5  h c n j n > 0  ,  c n  5  o  l £ n
 l 3 5 0
 χ l  ,  and write ( c  +  w ) n  5
 o  l £ n
 l 5 5 0
 m ( l ) χ l  .  Given  l  5  ( l 1  ,  l 2  ,  l 3  ,  l 4 ) ,  let  a  5  l 1  2  l 2  , b  5  l 2  2  l 3  , c  5  l 3  2  l 4 :
 l  5  ( a  1  b  1  c  1  l 4  , b  1  c  1  l 4  , c  1  l 4  ,  l 4 ) .  Then
 m ( l )  5 5  ( a  1  1)( c  1  1) S
 b  1  1
 2
 D  1  ( a  1  1)( b  1  1) S c  1  2
 2
 D  2  ( b  1  1) S c  1  2
 3
 D
 ( a  1  1)( c  1  1) S b  1  1
 2
 D  1  ( c  1  1)( b  1  1) S a  1  2
 2
 D  2  ( b  1  1) S a  1  2
 3
 D
 if  a  >  c  2  1 ,
 if  a  ,  c  2  1 .
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